
CORNER CONNECTOR

Item #CC10-2 Corner Coupler, 10mm, 3" length

This snap-on connector will connect two pieces of LED
together but also provide separation so you can make it around corners
or bridge gaps.

WIRE LEAD CONNECTOR
This is an instant 6 foot snap-on power feed cable for connecting to
your power supply.
Item #WL10-6 Wire Lead, 10mm, 6 foot length

JUMP COUPLER

Item #JP10-6
Item #JP10-12
Item #JP10-24

Jump Coupler, 10mm, 6" length
Jump Coupler, 10mm, 12" length
Jump Coupler, 10mm, 24" length

This piece joins two pieces of LED with separation.
Lengths include 6 inches, 12 inches, and 24 inches.

STRAIGHT COUPLER

Item #SC10 Straight Coupler, 10mm

This snap-on coupler is what you need to join two pieces of
LED together.

PLUG-N-PLAY CONNECTOR

Item #FDC-10 Female DC Connector, 10mm

This piece will allow you to plug any piece of LED strip to a plug-in
driver so you can plug-n-play.

Y-SPLITTERS
Used to connect a single plug-in power supply to multiple quick-connect
LED leads.
Item #Y2
Item #Y4
Item #Y5

2-Way Splitter
4-Way Splitter
5-Way Splitter

3"

6", 12" or 24"

6' Cord length

3.5"

5/8"

12"12"
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POWER FEED CONNECTORS

• Carefully release the latch on the side of
 connector and open the door.

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3

STRAIGHT COUPLERS

• Match the tape polarity with the connector
 polarity. Slide the LED tape under the
 grooves in the snap connector until the
 tape contacts are beneath the connector
 contacts as shown.

• Close the snap connector door. The 
 latch on the side should click shut. Make 
 sure the latch is fully seated in the 
 closed position.

• Carefully release the latches on both
 sides of the connector as shown.

• Ensure that polarity on the LED tape is
 the same on both sides of the coupler.
 Slide the LED tape under the grooves 
 in the snap connector until the tape 
 contacts are beneath the connector 
 contacts as shown.

• Close the snap connector doors.  The
 latches on the side should click shut. Make
 sure the latches are fully seated in the
 closed position.
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